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Some discoveries of 1492:  
Eastern antiquities and Renaissance Europe

Before you is a painting by Andrea Mantegna in an unusual medium, distemper 
on linen, a technique he used for a few of  his smaller devotional paintings (fig. 1). 
Mantegna mixed ground minerals with animal glue, the kind used to size or seal a 
canvas, and applied the colors to a piece of  fine linen prepared with only a very light 
coat of  gesso. Distemper remains water soluble after drying, which allows the painter 
greater flexibility in blending new paint into existing paint than is afforded by the egg 
tempera technique. In lesser hands, such opportunities can produce muddy results, but 
Mantegna used it to produce passages of  extraordinarily fine modeling, for example in 
the flesh of  the Virgin’s face and in the turbans of  wound cloth worn by her and two 
of  the Magi. Another advantage of  the technique is that it produces luminous colors 
with a matte finish, making forms legible and brilliant, without glare, even in low light. 
This work’s surface was left exposed, dirtying it, and in an effort to heighten the colors 
early restorers applied varnish—a bad idea, since unlike oil and egg tempera distem-
per absorbs varnish, leaving the paint stained and darkened.1 Try to imagine it in its 
original brilliant colors, subtly modeled throughout and enamel smooth, inviting us to 
approach close, like the Magi.

I am going to come back to this painting in a number of  contexts, but for now I 
want to concentrate on what it might have to tell us about two terms in the title of  my 
lecture, “antiquities” and “eastern.” What was an antiquity in this period, and how 
was eastern understood? Tracing these two terms not only refines what “Renaissance” 
might mean, but also illuminates how the designation “Europe” came into being, that 
is, how a geographical designation was transfigured into a cultural identity. 

Mantegna’s painting is set in antiquity. The Vulgate translation of  the Gospel of  
Matthew tells of  “magi” who arrived in Bethlehem “ab oriente,” at a time when 
Palestine was under Roman rule. Yet nothing shown in the painting can be strictly 
identified as an antiquity. The two standing Magi wear turbans familiar from con-
temporary Ottoman dress. The Marquis of  Mantua Francesco Gonzaga, Mantegna’s 
patron, owned such a turban, given to him by the Ottoman Sultan Bayezid ii.2 The 
black king holds an alabaster vessel containing his myrrh, and the middle-aged king 
next to him holds a container for frankincense, probably made out of  jasper, though 
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1  Andrea Mantegna
Adoration of  the Magi
Los Angeles, The J. Paul Getty Museum



the paint losses in this area make it hard to say.3 These are materials and types of  ves-
sels that would have been known in antiquity, but Mantegna makes no particular effort 
to identify them as antiquities; for the frankincense container, he extrapolated fairly 
directly from recent productions from the eastern Mediterranean. The eldest king, 
finally, proffers a porcelain cup of  a type produced in fifteenth-century China (figs. 2 
and 3). Porcelain was a relatively recent invention and just beginning to reach western 
collections, yet here it is in the hands of  the biblical Magus.4 

The Virgin’s head is wrapped in a different kind of  turban, perhaps marking her 
geographical and cultural distance from the Magi. On her collar and sleeve we see a 
fluent non-Latin script (fig. 4). The Virgin was an extremely familiar figure in western 
Christian art, and yet details such as this, folded into many paintings of  the period, 
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2 Small bowl with Indian-lotus motif  in underglaze blue, Early Ming
Taipei, National Palace Museum

4  Andrea Mantegna
Adoration of  the Magi, (detail fig. 1)
Los Angeles, The J. Paul Getty Museum

3 Andrea Mantegna
Adoration of  the Magi, (detail fig. 1)
Los Angeles, The J. Paul Getty Museum



reveal the persistent awareness that she was a personage remote in place and time.5 
Many Italian artists used pseudo-Arabic script in their paintings of  holy figures, but 
here Mantegna seems to be emulating specifically Syriac scripts comparable to those 
found in biblical manuscripts, or Peshitta (fig. 5).6 He offers an extended imitation of  
such script in a painting of  the Ecce Homo in Paris of  about the same date, also a 
close-up composition in distemper on linen (fig. 6). In September 1498, right around 
the time Mantegna produced these paintings, his patron Isabella d’Este wrote to her 
humanist advisor Paride Ceresara thanking him for having sent her a sampling of  
“Syrian or Babylonian sacred letters” (“littere sacre o siano syrie o babilonice,” by 
which she meant, probably, “in Syriac or Aramaic”).7 Joseph, behind the Virgin, is 
the only one who is not obviously exotic. He wears a type of  hat familiar in fifteenth-
century Italy, one that we find in Mantegna’s own portraits. The infant, wrapped in 
linens, is unmarked by time.

Thus we have a scene set in antiquity but filled with items from much later centuries, 
produced in locales stretching from China to the Mediterranean. No artist in Italy at 
this time was better informed about antiquities than Mantegna, and no patron was 
more imperiously determined to collect antiquities than his patron Isabella d’Este. Her 
correspondence fairly bristles with demands to her agents to procure the best antiqui-
ties, and with sharp rejections when she is presented with pieces she or her experts 
deem not to be antique. One of  them, an ivory head, was rejected on the advice of  
her artists Andrea Mantegna and Gian Cristoforo Romano: “Non la iudicano anti-
qua né bona.”8 She acquired Michelangelo’s Sleeping Cupid, which had passed as an 
antiquity and had been exposed, displaying it as an ingenious forgery in the same 
room as an ancient Cupid then attributed to Praxiteles.9 Yet when it came to certain 
kinds of  items even the rigorous antiquarian standards of  the Gonzaga court could 
be relaxed.10 For example, Isabella’s criteria were notably looser when assessing vases 
and vessels in marble and hard stone. She was willing to buy several pieces from the 
collection of  Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence, choosing among them on the basis of  
their quality, not their antiquity.11

Byzantine works were also commonly considered antiquities. For example, a famous 
manuscript of  Homer commissioned in 1477 by Cardinal Francesco Gonzaga, whom 
Mantegna portrayed in the Camera degli Sposi of  the Castello di San Giorgio in 
Mantua, shows the Greek text on the left with a translation in Latin on the facing page. 
The marginal ornamentation on the Latin side is composed of  quotations of  Roman 
antiquities drawn from monuments such as Trajan’s Column. The Greek side shows 
an equally careful citation of  “ancient” Greek ornament, but in this case the forms 
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5  Masoretic Peshitta, Syria (Tikrit), 1204/1205 (in Syriac script)
Lund University Library, Medeltidshandskrift 58, f. 191



are based in patterns drawn from tenth- and eleventh-century Byzantine manuscripts. 
The Byzantine manuscripts clearly counted as sources of  good antique ornament.12 
The same Francesco Gonzaga inherited some of  the works once in the collection of  
Pope Paul ii, including some micromosaic icons, Byzantine works of  the thirteenth to 
the fifteenth centuries described by contemporaries as antiquities.13 One such micro-
mosaic icon now in the Metropolitan Museum in New York, a Palaiologan work of  
the fourteenth century, is only 11.2 cm tall, smaller than a postcard (fig. 7). It is rare for 
any work of  art from this period to come with a label that tells us what people thought 
it was, but this one does. A piece of  parchment affixed to the back of  the panel is 
inscribed in Latin in a fifteenth-century Italian hand, identifying it as the first image 
gazed upon by the just converted Saint Catherine of  Alexandria, implicitly dating the 
work to the fourth century at the latest, at least one thousand years earlier than its 
actual date.14 Other icons were ascribed to Saint Luke and so dated right back to the 
time of  Christ. A famous Saint Luke icon, in this case a work of  the thirteenth century, 
resides in the church of  Santa Giustina in Padua, a church that also proudly held the 
Evangelist’s body and so was a sort of  center for the Luke cult (fig. 8).15 Mantegna 
knew this work well; in his early years he painted an altarpiece for this very chapel in 
Santa Giustina, a work in direct dialogue with Saint Luke’s body and his icon.16 Such 
icons fundamentally shaped Mantegna’s approach to close-up framings such as the 
kind we see in our Adoration of  the Magi. From them he learned the fundamental prin-
ciple of  a work that is both intimate and deeply formal. The grouping of  the Madonna 
and Child found in such icons, cut off  at the waist or thighs, were basic vocabulary for 
Mantegna. He performed variations on them until the end of  his life. 

Isabella’s letter to her humanist advisor thanking him for sending her examples of  
Syriac or Aramaic is of  some conceptual help in trying to understand how works of  
recent centuries could count as antiquities. Obviously recent was the transcription of  
the letters on the sheet sent to Isabella—what we would call the textual vehicle. She 
understood that, but she also saw the letters as samples of  biblical language, “sacred 
letters.” Indeed, she asks her advisor for a clarification: she is not sure whether certain 
strokes of  the pen are “di sustantia,” that is, part of  the letter form, or “pur solum per 
adornamento,” flourishes only for ornament, and in that case she asks him to resend 
the letters “schiette et simplici,” written out in a simple and unadorned way, “as they 
would have been written in their time.” Perhaps it was also possible to think of  objects 
in that way, making a distinction between content and vehicle, between original form 
and later, ornamented form. Even recent material productions can speak in a language 
that was ancient, and eastern. Forms may change while retaining their ancient lan-
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6  Andrea Mantegna
Ecce Homo
Paris, Institut de France, Musée Jacquemart-André
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7  Portable Icon with the Virgin Eleousa, view of  front and back, Byzantine
New York, Metropolitan Museum of  Art



guage. Perhaps the turbans, the vessels, the porcelain, and the textiles in the Adoration 
and other works could be thought of  in these terms, as antiquities “di sustantia.”17 

                                                            *    *    *

The word “orient” comes from the present participle “oriens” of  the Latin verb “orior,” 
to rise. It is close to the Greek word “orino,” to rouse or move, which is not far from 
the Sanskrit “aruh,” to set in motion. Oriens is thus not a place but a direction, and a 
principle of  arising movement. Orior is the root of  both orient and origin. When the 
Vulgate Latin translation of  the Bible, in wide use until the Reformation and even after, 
says that the Magi came “ab oriente,” it designates them not merely as “eastern” but 
as embodiments of  a dynamic principle of  generative movement coming from the east. 

According to a non-biblical but long and pervasive tradition, at the end of  his life 
Christ hung on the cross facing to the west.18 A moving expression of  the Christian 
configuration of  the cardinal directions is found in John Donne’s poem “Good Friday, 
1613, Riding Westward,” where he says that his soul’s form naturally bends to the east, 
which is to say towards Christ on the cross, but the pleasures and business of  the world 
mis-shape his form and urge him in the other direction, propelling him westward, his 
back turned to Christ on the day of  Christ’s death. But perhaps this is as it should 
be, as this way his back can receive from Christ the scourges that might restore his 
deformed image. Conversion may then result in a turning: 

Burn off  my rust, and my deformity;  
Restore Thine image, so much, by Thy grace, 
That Thou mayst know me, and I’ll turn my face. 

In Mantegna’s Crucifixion in the Louvre, originally a part of  the predella of  his altarpiece 
for the church of  San Zeno in Verona, the siting of  the event in relation to the viewer’s 
position motivates and structures the picture (fig. 9). The viewer is placed some way 
down the western slope of  the hill of  Golgotha, the place of  the skull, outside the walls 
of  Jerusalem. The rising of  the hill away from us, and its corresponding slope down 
the far side, activates the viewer’s relation to the location. In Mantegna’s time, pilgrims 
to the site of  the Crucifixion—then enshrined in the Golgotha chapel, encompassed in 
the church of  the Holy Sepulcher—carefully counted the eighteen steps leading up to 
the chapel (some, including the floor, counted nineteen). In Mantegna’s reconstruction 
of  the original site, we see the top two steps; mounting figures of  two soldiers, each on 
a different riser, suggest the full flight. Farthest behind, in the background, the tower 
of  David rises on Mount Sion, and a round building  representing the Temple occupies 
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8  Madonna di Constantinopoli, Italian(?)
Padua, S. Giustina



the center. Golgotha, which is to say the site of  the Holy Sepulcher church, stands to 
the west of  the Temple Mount, which is to say towards us. The lighting confirms and 
articulates the topographical siting. Shadows are cast by a light source located before 
the painting and to the right, positioning the sun in the southwest, as it would be in 
Palestine on an afternoon in Spring. The painting positions Christ with Jerusalem 
behind him, to the east, with his body facing a viewer understood to be standing far 
to the west in the church of  San Zeno, looking eastward towards the altarpiece and 
the Holy Land.19

By contrast, in his infancy Christ received the Magi who had come “ab oriente.” I 
mentioned earlier that the only figure in Mantegna’s Adoration who is not dressed in 
exotic clothing is Saint Joseph, who stands opposite the Magi—in relational terms 
on the west side of  the painting. He is also the only one whose attention is not fixed 
on Christ. The Magi look with grave intensity and open-mouthed amazement at the 
Child, but Joseph looks across at the new arrivals, almost as if  he is learning from them 
what the act of  adoration is. The first Gentiles to recognize Christ, the Magi were 
described by a long tradition of  Christian commentary and sermons as the precur-
sors of  every Christian worshipper.20 The office of  Matins for the feast of  Epiphany 
reads: “Let us then recognize in the Magi the origin of  our vocation and faith.” Thus, 
although they arrived long ago and came from the other side of  the world, they are 
the ur-model for the worshipper, which is to say the viewer of  this painting. Cradling 
our relation to them is Joseph, who stands in his western hat on the western side of  the 
picture and examines the exotic figures who have come from the other side. East, here, 
is not other but rather the origin of  ourselves.

                                                            *    *    *

In the Latin west, for centuries preceding Mantegna’s painting, orient was origin, our 
origin. Italy’s fascination with its own eastern roots reached a sort of  high-water mark 
in the 1490s. The year 1492 in particular brought a cluster of  discoveries of  eastern 
antiquities, apart from the famous discovery of  Columbus. An Italian medal from this 
moment carries an image of  Christ, and on the reverse an inscription explaining that 
the image was taken from an ancient emerald impressed with the likeness of  Christ 
that had been preserved in Constantinople by the Byzantines and then given as a 
gift to Pope Innocent viii  by the Turkish sultan Bayezid ii in thanks for keeping his 
brother as a hostage in Rome (fig. 10).21 It happens that the Sultan’s brother Dzem was 
indeed kept as a hostage in Rome, and that in 1492 Bayezid had in fact given the Pope 
a number of  gifts in gratitude for keeping his brother, gifts that included the lance tip 
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9  Andrea Mantegna
The Crucifixion
Paris, Musée du Louvre



and then had taught them the arts of  agriculture. According to Annius’ widely read 
theory, Italian culture was founded under the tutelage of  an Egyptian deity, well before 
the arrival of  the Greeks and Romans. Here we have another example of  our familiar 
pattern: twelfth-thirteenth century artifacts are presented as antiquities, in this case the 
hoariest of  antiquities bearing the imprint of  archaic eastern wisdom.22 

In addition to the Christ medal based in a Holy Land emerald and the “Egyptian” 
tablet of  Annius, there was a third widely broadcast archeological discovery of  1492, 
and it also pointed eastward. At the church of  Santa Croce in Gerusalemme in Rome 
a lead capsule was found that contained a piece of  the Titulus Crucis, the inscribed 
wooden tablet that Pontius Pilate had mounted on the cross (fig. 12). The church bore 
this odd name, the church of  the holy cross in Jerusalem, because by legend it con-
tained not only relics of  the Passion brought from Jerusalem by Saint Helena, Emperor 
Constantine’s mother, but also large quantities of  earth from the site of  the crucifixion 
drenched with the blood of  Christ. The earth was embedded in the flooring of  the 
room that was to be known as the chapel of  Helena, or, popularly, chapel Jerusalem. 
During this period the church was a base of  Spanish power. The titular cardinal of  
the church, Pedro González de Mendoza, publicized the discovery of  the Titulus as a 
divine coincidence. It occurred on February 1st, the very day that news reached Rome 
of  the Catholic re-conquest of  Granada from the last Muslim governors of  Spain. The 
discovery was a huge sensation. Excited reports about it were sent all over Europe.23

 
According to John 19:19-20, “Pilate also had an inscription written and put on the 
cross. It read, ‘Jesus the Nazorean, the King of  Jews.’ Many of  the Jews read this 
inscription, because the place where Jesus was crucified was near the city; and it was 
written in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin.” The inscription on the rediscovered Titulus 
is awkwardly carved. The Hebrew text is almost entirely missing in the fragmentary 
state of  the tablet, and the Greek and Latin lines are incomplete, ending just where 
the word king (rex, basileios ) begins. The tablet does present a feature that is 
nowhere indicated in the biblical text and was noted by everyone who reported on the 
discovery at the time: the Greek and Latin lines are written in mirror script, from right 
to left. One letter announcing the discovery was sent from Rome to the entourage of  
Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence, which included some of  the foremost philologists 
of  the age, such as Angelo Poliziano. This letter explains that the reverse writing was 
a form of  homage to a more ancient and holy Hebrew language: “From that one 
can see the great faith and religion that attaches to this object, for they did not want 
to contravene the primary way of  ordering script that belongs to Hebrew letters.”24 

with which Longinus had wounded the side of  Christ. This medal is meshing its data 
with some well-known recent events, “appending” the otherwise unattested emerald 
to a noted cache of  gifts. 

Another discovery of  1492 was quite celebrated at the time and made a lasting 
impact on European scholarship, until it was revealed to be a hoax in the later six-
teenth century. This was the unearthing of  a trove of  artifacts by the Dominican friar 
Annius of  Viterbo. In the form of  counterfeited texts attributed to the Chaldean sage 
Berosus, Annius offered evidence that these monuments documented the presence of  
the Egyptian god Osiris on Italian soil, long before the Romans. In one of  the “antiq-
uities” he presented, known as the Marmo Osiriano, the upper left shows a profile head 
that Annius claimed was the head of  Osiris, faced on the other side by his cousin Sais 
Xantho (fig. 11). Even today, art historians have trouble dating these heads, but most 
agree they are from the twelfth or thirteenth century. Below is a lunette with a tree that 
Annius took to be a hieroglyphic text, which he helpfully “deciphered.” The trunk of  
the oak tree and the branches above forming the image of  an eye are symbols particu-
lar to Osiris, he explained. The monument declared that Osiris had resided for a time 
on Italian soil and had helped the Italian people fight a war against their oppressors, 
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10  Bronze medal with profile of  Christ, Italian
London, British Museum
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12  Titulus Crucis
Rome, S. Croce in Gerusalemme

11  Marmo Osiriano
Viterbo, Museo Civico



12  Titulus Crucis
Rome, S. Croce in Gerusalemme

These two works contain inscriptions in which Greek and Latin 
appear written backwards. As a result this disorienting feature, 
the images were printed in reverse in the body of  the text. The 
author is grateful for these added pages, where the two images 
are reproduced in the correct orientation.



13  Michelangelo Buonarotti
Crucifix
Florence, S. Spirito



According to this reading, Greek and Latin conform themselves to the more venerable 
language by switching direction, performing a sort of  pilgrimage back to their origin. 
It was probably shortly after the arrival of  this news that Michelangelo, a teenage 
pupil of  Poliziano and a lodger at Lorenzo de’ Medici’s palace, carved his crucifix for 
the church of  Santo Spirito, whose titulus bears the telltale feature of  the backwards 
Greek and Latin script (fig. 13). He had clearly been told about the discovery by the 
well-informed scholars near Lorenzo de’ Medici. On this basis the work can be dated 
to sometime after January 1492.

Aristotle (De Caelo, 2.2.284b) says that the universe moves from right to 
left when facing north, which is to say from east to west, as confirmed (in a non-
heliocentric view) by the daily course of  the sun and stars. In 1524, prompted by 
Aristotle’s cosmic observation, the English Hebraist Robert Wakefield explained 
that the Hebrew language follows the example of  nature by going from right to 
left, putting the Hebrews in greater harmony with God’s order than the Greeks 
and Latins, who had got themselves into the bind of  writing in such a way that 
the pen is in the way of  the letters one is trying to put down.25 For such reasons, 
Hebrew was believed to have powers that the other languages did not have.26 

To summarize again, these three artifacts, discovered, rediscovered, or made available 
in 1492, all involve a fascination with eastern antiquities. In the case of  the medal, 
an ancient gem carrying Christ’s likeness; in the case of  Annius’ tablet, the Egyptian 
founders of  Italian civilization; and in the Titulus, a textual artifact from the life of  
Christ preceding even the text of  the Bible revealing a feature not described in the 
biblical text: Greek and Latin script doubling back in conformity, even in homage, to 
the Hebrew. 

                                                            *    *    *

We can now consider that more famous discovery of  1492. As is well known, when 
Columbus embarked on his first voyage in August 1492 his intention was to reach Asia 
by a different route. The first page of  his travel log declares that it was the goal of  the 
journey to make contact with the great ruler in the east—the Great Khan, as he called 
him, using the term that Marco Polo had used two centuries earlier in his description 
of  his Asian travels.27 Columbus and his royal patrons believed the Great Khan to be 
well disposed to Christian conversion. With this alliance and with monies drawn from 
commercial contact with those lands, it would be possible to mount a crusade from 
both east and west to recapture Jerusalem once and for all.28 
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mundus novus, terra sanctae crucis, corresponding to present-day Brazil, 
which was discovered in 1500. North of  that land mass we see Hispaniola (Dominican 
Republic and Haiti), the first island in these parts discovered by Columbus. Slightly 
north of  Hispaniola is Isabel, or present-day Cuba. But not far to the west of  that, 
which is to say to the east, is Zipancri, that is, Japan. The mainland not far beyond 
Zipancri is labeled india superior. Thus even the landmass corresponding to 
Brazil is considered to be a new land in the southern part of  Asia.

One of  the very first works of  art to contain data from the newly discovered territories 
is an Adoration of  the Magi, made by the Portuguese artist Vasco Fernandes in 1501 or 
1502, that is, very close to the time of  Mantegna’s painting (fig. 15).31 The middle king, 
whose body is displayed almost whole in the center of  the panel, is shown with dark 
skin and wearing the headdress and foot gear of  the Tupinamba people of  what we 
now call Brazil. The panel belongs to an altarpiece made for the cathedral of  Viseu 
in Portugal, which was the ancestral home of  the family of  Pedro Alvares de Cabrál, 
the first explorer to discover Brazil and make contact with the Tupinamba inhabitants 
of  what is now known as the Bahía Cabrália. Some scholars have wanted to see the 
features of  the discoverer Cabrál in the eldest king, despite the fact that Cabrál was 
still in his thirties at the time the painting was made. In any case, there is no doubt that 
the painting’s depiction of  the second king incorporates information from the Cabrál 
expedition of  the year 1500. 

Cabrál’s discoveries are pinpointed and mentioned, crediting him by name, in a 
famous early map of  1502 called the Cantino map (fig. 16). This map shows the newly 
discovered lands at the extreme left, and on the far right is the Asian coast. How the 
two edges meet is left undecided, since the northwestern land mass is simply cut off  
by the left edge of  the map. Scholars still debate whether that peninsula is a descrip-
tion of  Florida, or the Yucatán, or the Asian coast. Nonetheless, on its back the map 
is inscribed with the words “Navigational chart for the lands lately discovered in the 
parts of  India” (Carta de navigar per le Isole nouam tr[ovate] in le parte de India: dono Alberto 
Cantino al S. Duca Hercole), indicating clearly that the map’s maker and first users still 
considered the new lands to be in Asia.32

Vasco Fernandes’ painting of  the Magi is informed by some of  the same sources 
as this exact cartographic contemporary. Read with the Cantino map in mind, it is 
clear that the magus with the strange headdress was to be understood as an inhabit-
ant of  the “parte de India.” In the previous centuries the Magi’s exotic accoutrements 
had undergone fairly elaborate iconographic codification. But in this painting, as in 

Columbus had brought with him a translator, a Jew named Luis de Torres, who had 
chosen conversion rather than exile under the new rules that applied in Spain begin-
ning in 1492. Torres was valuable, Columbus says, because he knew Hebrew, Aramaic, 
and some Arabic, and thus presumably could treat with the Asian locals.29 When, on 
November 2nd, 1492, Columbus reached Cubanacan, another name for present-day 
Cuba, he thought he was already on the mainland of  Asia and sent Torres inland to 
find a representative of  the Great Khan and initiate discussions.30 We must thus imag-
ine the first negotiations with American natives being held in a babel of  near eastern 
languages on one side and Taino on the other. 

In the Hunt-Lenox globe now in the New York Public Library in New York, a cop-
per sphere most likely produced in Florence around the year 1503, we see how long 
persisted the idea that Columbus had discovered lands near the Asian coast (fig. 14). 
North America does not yet exist, although we do see a continent to the south labeled 
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14  Hunt-Lenox Globe, Italian (?)
New York, New York Public Library



the Cantino map, the idea and look of  what comes “ab oriente” was being radically 
reshaped under the pressure of  the most recent information. In contrast to the famili-
arized exoticism of  the other two kings, the middle king is dressed in half-outlandish, 
half-familiar gear. He sports a Tupinamba headdress and footwear but he has been 
given western shirt and breeches to cover his middle parts, which would otherwise be 
naked. The first account of  the natives encountered by Cabrál’s expedition, written 
by an official onboard named Pero Vaz de Caminha, said: “They go naked, with no 
sort of  covering. They attach no more importance to covering up their private parts or 
leaving them uncovered than they do to showing their faces.”33 A naked magus would 
have brought the painting’s iconographic machinery to a grinding halt, so the figure’s 
absolute otherness at head and feet is compensated for by extreme familiarity around 
his middle. Caminha indeed explained that as individual natives became domesticated 
as pages to the officers, they were given shirts to wear.34 The king in the painting has 
actually added feather decoration to his shirt and breeches, adapting the western items 
to his native stylings. If  the other two kings are foreign in a recognizable mode, this 
figure is a threading together of  the unknown and the domestic. 

When this panel was installed in its altarpiece, it was perhaps possible to imagine that 
this strange new figure could be incorporated into the subject, extending its meaning 
rather than exploding it. The theme is stretched to the breaking point, literally on the 
brink of  dis-orientation, just as the prevailing geographical schema was being strained 
to its limits in contemporary maps. Within a few years, when everyone had understood 
that this part of  the world had nothing to do with Asia, that it was culturally and 
geographically uncharted territory, that a whole other ocean separated America, as it 
was now known, from Asia, it became harder to see this fragile painting of  1501-2 as 
anything but an assemblage. Rather than an extremely distended Adoration of  the Magi, 
it became a painting of  multiple and incompatible purposes, part representation of  
the Magi, part ethnographic exhibit. Rather than a conjoining of  times, it became a 
mere anachronism, a biblical legend interrupted by a current event.

The Cantino map is named after the Ferrarese agent of  Duke Ercole d’Este who 
commissioned it to smuggle back to Italy for his boss. Ercole’s daughter Isabella was 
married to Duke Francesco Gonzaga of  Mantua, a man with a very developed inter-
est in maps. In the 1490s he had employed his court artist Andrea Mantegna’s son 
Francesco to decorate his residence at Marmirolo with a map of  the world.35

                                                            *    *    *
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15  Attributed to Vasco Fernandes
Adoration of  the Magi
Viseu, Muse de Gråo Vasco
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aligns, more or less, with the figure’s silk cloak, which carries a silk brocade pattern that 
is either non-repeating or repeats at large intervals. Mantegna has been careful to show 
that the fabric contains metallic thread interwoven with the silk, giving it a particular 
sheen, a technique found in silks from Central Asia with large or non-repeating pat-
terns similar to the one worn by Mantegna’s king (fig. 17). 

The cup and the robe combine to give this king a distinctly far eastern provenance, 
an impression confirmed by his facial features. This is, I believe, Mantegna’s best effort 
at a portrait of  a Chinese sage, with eyes narrower than usual, face creased with ven-
erable age, and a long flowing beard in the Chinese style. I show a fifteenth-century 
image of  the figure of  Shouxing, the star-god of  longevity, because his characteristi-
cally protuberant head makes for an irresistible comparison, but I am not suggesting 
that Mantegna knew this specific iconography (fig. 18).37 He might have produced his 
visualization by reference to any number of  types of  elderly sage in Chinese art, or 

Mantegna’s Adoration of  the Magi comes with no provenance or commission history but 
was produced by the artist in Mantua, sometime in the late 1490s or early 1500s.36 
Mantegna’s patron had views of  eastern cities and a map of  the world painted in his 
country residence, but in this painting, made for a small room or perhaps a palace 
chapel, we see no background and no territorial description, only figures against a 
black background. The viewer is invited to examine the faces, clothing, and gifts of  the 
Magi for clues about their provenance. The youngest king is dark-skinned, indicating 
an African origin, and appropriately the jar he holds, containing myrrh, is made of  
Egyptian alabaster. The middle king has a more near eastern appearance. The eldest 
king, bald and with a white beard, comes from farthest east, perhaps from very far, 
given the blue and white Ming porcelain in his hand. The provenance of  the bowl 
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18  Zhu Zhanji (Emperor Xuanzong)
Deity of  Longevity (Shouxing tu juan)
Beijing, Palace Museum

17  Textile with phoenix, winged animals and flowers, Central Asian
New York, Metropolitan Museum of  Art



even on the basis of  verbal description of  such types. The head of  Mantegna’s Magus, 
with its highly developed frontal lobe and protuberant back portion, was primarily 
shaped by western faculty psychology (fig. 19). The frontal cortex was the seat of  the 
sensus communis, where the mind collects new impressions from the world. These obser-
vations are processed by the brain to produce, ultimately, firm knowledge in the form 
of  memory, located in the far back of  the head. Mantegna’s hoary Magus is possessed 
of  deep knowledge and a vast memory, and yet he is also eminently capable of  absorb-
ing new information, as he gazes up from his massive brow, his mouth open in awe, 
to take in this momentous and disorienting new information. He is the ancient mirror 
image to the discoverers of  Mantegna’s time.

Reports of  the newly discovered territories still believed to be off  the coast of  Asia 
spread immediately to all the courts of  Europe, including that of  the geographically 
avid Francesco Gonzaga in Mantua.38 As we have seen, his father in law the Duke 
of  Ferrara managed to get an up to date map smuggled out of  Portugal in 1502. 
Mantegna’s painting, with its careful sorting of  geographies and its emphasis on the 
deliberate gravity of  a Great Khan come from China to pay homage to Christ in the 
Holy Land, revisits the theme in the flush of  the recent discoveries. Although probably 
made for an intimate setting and a privileged viewership, the painting’s composition 
spread through copies.39 

Mantegna’s painting gathers the newly expanded post-1492 world into an intensely 
concentrated figural structure. It is often called a close-up but the sense is rather of  a 
very tight composition, say a Madonna and Child, that has been somewhat strenuously 
opened, pushing the picture’s borders outwards just enough to include the new arriv-
als. The boundaries retain a tensile force, bending the figures into the picture field and 
moving them into a configuration of  optimal distribution within the picture’s limits, an 
interlocking pattern with minimal overlap. The Christ Child’s halo almost touches the 
contour of  the Virgin’s cheek and the head of  the central Magus, as the Child’s foot 
nearly meets the curling rim of  the proffered porcelain bowl. We are at once very close, 
our heads leaning toward the Child at the moment of  the offering, and yet we are 
sealed off, outside the frame, spectators admiring an extraordinarily realized picture.40 
Achievements of  objective reportage are enveloped, and fulfilled, by the knowledge 
that this is a work of  art. 

The picture offers a compressed world of  information, and yet it is on linen, a porta-
ble picture. It reports to its viewers, wherever they may be. Each viewer who chooses to 
come closer and look into this mirror is called upon to figure his or her own relation to 
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notes

1 I thank Anna Majeski for her research assistance on various aspects of  Mantegna’s painting, 

as well as for her editorial work and help with images. For the distemper medium in Mantegna’s 

work, see Andrea Rothe, “Mantegna’s Painting on Distemper,” in Andrea Mantegna, Jane Martineau 

(ed.), London: Royal Academy of  Arts, 1992, pp. 80-88. On this painting’s technique and condition 

see Dawson Carr, Andrea Mantegna, The Adoration of  the Magi, Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 

1997, pp. 2-11.

2 Molly Bourne, “Francesco ii Gonzaga and Maps as Palace Decoration in Renaissance 

Mantua,” Imago Mundi, 51, 1999, pp. 51-82, notes that the Marquis tried to learn Turkish and 

during the early 1490s placed special orders for turbans “in the same style that is used in Turkey,” 

and owned a turban presented to him by the Sultan himself.

3 The 1540-2 inventory of  the collection of  Isabella d’Este records twenty-nine objects 

in jasper. Two are of  special interest for the Mantegna example: “uno diaspis rosso con uno 

vaso da sachrificio, taliato in meggio che butta biancho, fornito d’oro” and “uno vaso de diaspis 

in foggia de tazza col coperto et piede et ordello forniti de argento adorato et lavorato parte a 

scaglie de pesce et parte a fogliette.” See Daniela Ferrari, Le Collezioni Gonzaga, vol. 1: L’inventario 

dei Beni del 1540-2, Milan: Silvana, 2000-2006, nos. 7175 and 7213. No confirmed examples of  

jasper vessels from the collection exist and so unfortunately nothing further is known either of  the 

appearance or provenance of  these vessels, or the dates when they entered Isabella’s collection. 

The exact definition of  the stone today known as jasper (given as ‘diaspro’ or ‘diaspis’ in the 

1540-2 inventory) was flexible in the sixteenth century, as was the case for many semiprecious 

stones. However in the 1540-2 inventory of  the d’Este collection, objects in jasper are often 

further qualified as either red or green in hue. These variations in color are consistent with what 

is today understood as jasper, suggesting the terms ‘diaspro’ or ‘diaspis’ do often refer to an object 

of  jasper. For an overview of  production in hard stone see “Hardstones,” Grove Art Online, Oxford 

Art Online, Oxford University Press, http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/

art/T036633; Wolfram Koeppe, “Mysterious and Prized; Hardstones in Human History before 

the Renaissance,” in Art of  the Royal Court: Treasures in Pietre Dure from the Palaces of  Europe, New York: 

Metropolitan Museum of  Art, New Haven, Yale University Press, 2008, pp. 2-11; and Anna 

Maria Giusti, Pietre Dure: the Art of  Semiprecious Stonework, trans. Fabio Barry, Los Angeles: Getty 

Publications, 2006, pp. 9-20.

its coordination of  distances and proximities. Identification with the Magi is proposed 
for serious consideration, and for the viewer of  this picture that means recognizing 
geographical and historical distances and the means by which they are bridged. Early 
viewers recognized features, like the porcelain and turbans, that were contemporary 
but exotic, actual portals into the distant past. Western viewers will notice, even today, 
that the eldest Magus is the one with the lightest skin and no visible exotic headgear; 
he is from farthest away (where complexions are again light) and yet he is here, in the 
foreground, the one who most resembles his western viewer. It is fitting that this picture 
ended up on the California coast, facing west, which is to say east.

The painting is an analogue to the messianic worldview Columbus took on his explo-
rations, where a strangely unchanging Asia was to undergo a conversion and produce 
a new Magus “ab oriente.” The painting exemplifies the oriented antiquarian culture 
still prevailing in Mantegna’s time, which produced modern antiquities and discovered 
the exotic east in the deepest folds of  Italian culture. It develops and fulfills that vision 
in the flush of  the latest discoveries, but it also reveals in its very pictorial structure the 
extreme tensions placed upon that worldview after 1492, and the massive effort now 
required to hold it together.

After this point, and especially after about 1510, the New World was increasingly 
recognized as a separate continent, isolated from the formerly known world by oceans 
on two sides. The east settles down as “the East,” rather than as the orienting seat of  
the earthly paradise and the distant origin of  Europe. And the Americas, nowhere 
near paradise, require beating into Christian form through arms and missions. The 
new macro-geographical structure, with a truly old world to the east and the truly new 
world to the west, gave a new position to Europe, truly in the middle. Anachronisms 
and eastern elements fall away from the European picture of  its own antiquity, which 
becomes increasingly focused on the Greco-Roman past. Over the course of  the six-
teenth century, the basic orientation of  European culture steadily falls away.

The age of  expansion and exploration ushered in a new era, and we can call it an 
era of  globalism, but the fact is that the geographical and political reordering also 
produced a contraction, introducing a form of  Eurocentrism that had never before 
existed. 
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On the phenomenon of  backdating icons, see Alexander Nagel and Christopher S. Wood, Anachronic 

Renaissance, New York: Zone Books, 2010, pp. 97-108.
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nel Rinascimento, Turin: Aragno, 2007, esp. pp. 95-109.

7 Alessandro Luzio and Rodolfo Renier, La coltura e le relazioni letterarie di Isabella d’Este Gonzaga, 

Simone Albonico (ed.), Milan: Bonnard, 2006, p. 97: “Havemo gratissime le littere sacre, o siano 
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antiquarian collection of  Isabella d’Este. Rome: Bulzoni, 2002, p. 181.
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